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ABSTRACT. This paper examines the relationship of the Lusternik-

Schnirelmann category and related numerical homotopy invariants to the

epimorphisms in the homotopy category.   The results are of the form:  if

A'is a numerical homotopy invariant and /: X —► Y is an epimorphism,

then under certain hypotheses N(X)  i N(Y).   The Eckmann-Hilton dual

of the main result is  also included; as a corollary, a criterion is

given for a categorical subobject of an //-space to be an //-space.

Introduction.   The main result of this paper (Theorem 1.2) is that under

certain dimension and connectivity restrictions on an epimorphism f: X —> Y

in the homotopy category, the LS-category of Y does not exceed the LS-

category of X; recall [l2] / is epic if gf a; hf implies g ~ h.   This result is

a generalization of the basic lemma in the theory of LS-category [6] which

is that if X dominates Y, then cat Y does not exceed catX.   (In particular,

this lemma implies that LS-category is a homotopy invariant.)

This result can be applied either to the problem of computing LS-

category or to the problem of characterizing homotopy epimorphisms.   At

present both problems seem a long way from satisfactory solution, but such

solutions should play a role in any successful structure theory for the homo-

topy category.

The first section of the paper contains the statement and proof of the

main theorem.   A corollary gives conditions under which a categorical quo-

tient of a co-//-space is a co-//-space.

The second section describes the behavior of the related homotopy in-

variants cup-length, conilpotency and weak category with respect to epimor-

phisms.   For each of those invariants the analogue of the main theorem is

true without dimension and connectivity restrictions.
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The third section treats the Eckmann-Hilton dual of the main theorem.

As a corollary there is a criterion for a categorical subobject of an //-space

to be an //-space.

In this paper spaces are assumed to have the homotopy type of connected

CW-complexes and the dimension of a space X, dimX, is the infimum of the

dimensions of all CW-complexes having the homotopy type of X.   The con-

nectivity of X, connX, is n if 77 .(X) = 0 for 7 < 72 and 77     j(X) 4 0.   The (nor-

malized) LS-category of X, catX, is the smallest integer for which catX + 1

open sets, each contractible in X, cover X or t» if no such integer exists.

1. Epimorphisms and category.   The main theorem is proved using a

natural sequence of fibrations  p  (X): G (X)—» X defined by T. Ganea [8]",

this sequence characterizes LS-category as the  lemma   [8, Proposition 2.2]

states.

Lemma 1.1.   catX < 72  if and only if the fibration p (X) admits a sec-

tion, that is a map s: X —» G (X) such that p (X)s ~ 1.

Theorem 1.2.   // /: X —> Y is an epimorphism and dim Y < 2(k + 1) •

(conn Y + 1) - 3, then cat Y < max(&, catX).

Proof.  The naturality of the fibration pk gives fPk(X) sa pk(Y)Gk(f).

When k > catX, p,(X) admits a section and so is epic; since / is epic,

p, (Y) is also epic.

A theorem of Y. Nomura [14, Theorem 6.2], modified by the use of

Spanier's homotopy excision theorem [l6] which removes the connectivity

hypothesis, implies that if dim Y< 2 conn p k(Y) - 1, the epimorphism Pk(Y)

admits a section and so  cat Y < k by 1.1.

The connectivity of PAY) can De computed inductively using the fact

that F,, the fibre of p,(Y), is homotopy equivalent to F,    . *ÎÎY, the join

of the fibre of p,        and the loop space of Y [7]» [l7].   For any V and W,

conn(V *W)= conn V + conn W + 2 and conniîV = conn V - 1, therefore

connF. = conn(ÎÎY *ÎÎY) = 2 conn Y.   Assuming inductively that conn F, =

(k+ l)(conn Y + 1) - 2,

conn Fk   1 = conn(F,   * Í2Y) = conn F, + conn ÇIY + 2

= lk+ l)(conn Y + 1) - 2 + (conn Y - l) + 2

= ik + 2)(conn Y + 1) - 2.

Thus  conn Pk(Y) = conn F, + 1 = (k + l)(conn Y + 1) - 1   and the proof is

complete.
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A space Y is a homotopy quotient of a space X if there is an epimor-

phism from X to Y; the following is a criterion for a quotient of a co-/7-space

to be a co-//-space.

Corollary 1.3. Suppose f: X —► Y ¿s epz'c íztzzj? X is a co-H-space, then

Y is a co-H-space whenever dim Y < 4 conn Y + 1.

Theorem 1.2 may be compared to the classical result for simply-con-

nected spaces due to Grossman [ll], cat Y < dim Y/conn Y + 1.   This indi-

cates the strength of the hypothesis which assumes the existence of the

epimorphism f: X —> Y.   An even better comparison may be made with the

following result of Berstein and Hilton [3, Corollary 3.12r] which does not

require /: X —> Y to be epic,   (cdim C, denotes the cohomological dimension

of the mapping cone of /.)

Proposition 1.4.   // catX > 1 and conn Y > 1, cdim C   < (k + 1) •

(conn Y + 1) implies cat Y < max(zé, catX).

2. Epimorphisms and cup-length, conilpotency, weak-category.   There

are several numerical homotopy invariants related to LS-category.   Each of

them behaves nicely with respect to epimorphisms; in fact, the analogues of

Theorem 1.2 are proved for these invariants without any dimension or con-

nectivity hypotheses.

The cup-length of a space X, cup-long X, is the length of the longest

nontrivial cup product of positive-dimensional singular cohomology classes

with any ring of coefficients.   Clearly an analogous definition may be made

for any multiplicative cohomology theory and the result below remains valid.

Proposition 2.1.   // /: X —» Y is epic, cup-long X > cup-long Y.

Proof. By [15], the suspension of / admits a section, therefore the sus-

pension isomorphism theorem for cohomology implies / , the induced map in

cohomology, has a left inverse and any nontrivial product in the cohomology

of Y corresponds to a nontrivial product in the cohomology of X.

Example 2.2.   The Grassmann manifolds are not homotopy quotients of

the Stiefel manifolds; in particular, the projective spaces are not homotopy

quotients of the spheres.   This is an immediate consequence of 2.1 and the

known structure of the cohomology algebras of the Grassmann and Stiefel

manifolds (see, e.g., [A, Chapter 8]).

The weak category oí a space X, wcatX, was defined by Berstein and

Hilton [2].   By definition, wcatX < 72 - 1  if and only if the composite
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q (X)d (X) is nullhomotopic, where d (X): X —► X"  is the diagonal map and

qn(X): X" —> X^n) is the canonical map to the reduced product.

Proposition 2.3.  If f: X —> Y is epic, wcatX > wcat Y.

Proof.   If wcatX < 72 - 1, q  (X)d (X) ~ 0.   By naturality

q  (Y)d ÍY)f ~ q   ÍY)fnd ÍX) ~ f(n)q  ÍX)d (X) ~ 0.
n n       ' 1 n       '      n 1 n n

Since / is epic, q (Y)d (Y) ~ 0 and wcat Y < 72 - 1.

The conilpotency oí a space X, conilX, is defined to be the maximal

length of a nontrivial commutator in the cogroup XX [l].   Thus there are maps

^„(X): XX -» "XX  (the 72-fold sum of XX with itself) such that  conilX <

72 - 1  if and only if ^(X) ~ 0.

Proposition 2.4.  // /: X —> Y is epic, conilX > conil Y.

Proof.    Suppose    conil X < 72 - 1,    then    *P (X) ~ 0.     By naturality

Wn(Y)X/ ~ "(lf)Vn(X) ~ 0.   Since / is epic, If has a section [l5] and hence

¥ (Y) ^0.
n

There are generalizations of 2.3 and 2.4 in terms of right homotopy

structures in the sense of Peterson [3]; these are omitted to avoid excessive

notation and terminology.   For details see [5].

It is well known that for each space X,

cat X > wcat X > conil X > cup-long X

and that strict inequality is possible (see e.g. [l0]).   There are also invari-

ants whose values are upper bounds for LS-category; for example by [8,

Corollary 3-3l if connX > 1, catX < h-dim X/conn X + 1 = T(X), where

h dim X denotes the homological dimension of X.   Clearly if f: X —> Y is epic,

T(X)> T(Y).   These facts make the necessity of the dimension and con-

nectivity hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 an intriguing open question.

3. Monomorphisms and cocategory.   The dual of an epimorphism is a

monomorphism [12], i.e. a map / such that whenever fg ~ fh, g ~ h.   The

classical example of a monomorphism is the Hopf map p: S   —> S     (see e.g.

[13, p. 69]).

There is a natural sequence of cofibrations  e, (X): X —> T AX), k > 0,

defined by T. Ganea [7].   The following definition is the dual of 1.1.

Definition 3.1.   The cocategory of X does not exceed 72, cocatX < 72, if

e  (X) admits a left homotopy inverse; cocatX = 72 if cocatX < 72 but it is

false that cocatX <n - 1, and cocatX = °° otherwise.
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The following theorem is the Eckmann-Hilton dual of Theorem 1.2.

Since the proof is the dual of the proof of 1.2 only a sketch is provided.

Theorem 3.2.    //   /: X —» Y   ¿s  monic     and    n .(X)   =    0   for   i   >

2(k + l)connX + 3, then cocatX < max(cocat Y, k).

Proof.  If k y cocat Y, e (X) is monic.   By induction on the formula in

[9, Theorem 2.l], conne/fe(X)= (k + l)connX + 1.   By [14, Theorem 4.l] if

e,(X) is monic and if 77.(X) = 0 for i > 2 conn e  (X) + 1, e,(X) admits a left

homotopy inverse and  cocatX < k.

It is well known that a space X is an //-space if and only if cocatX < 1.

If there is a monomorphism f: X —► Y, X is a homotopy subobject of Y. Thus

3.2 implies the following result.

Corollary 3.3. // X ¿5 a homotopy subobject of an H-space Y and n .(X) -

0 for i > 4 connX + 3, X is an H-space.

There are also questions about the relationships between monomorphisms

and LS-category and between epimorphisms and cocategory.   Note that the

basic lemma of LS-category can also be interpreted as stating that if g: Y —►

X  is a monomorphism with a left homotopy inverse /: X —> Y, then cat Y <

catX.   Results in this direction have not been too promising; however, there

are the following corollaries to Nomura's results [14, Theorems 4.1 and 6.2]

which imply that under the given hypotheses X dominates  Y.

Proposition 3.4.  If g: Y—* X is an n-connected monomorphism (n > 1)

and tt.(Y) = 0 for i y 2n + 1, then cat Y < cat X.   If f: X —*  Y is an n-con-

nected epimorphism  (n > 1) and dim Y < 2« — 1, cocat Y < cocatX.
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